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SFPS Training 

January 22, 2015 

 

Introduction to program 
 

 
 

I. Sign In 

A. safe.ode.state.oh.us/portal/  

1. Save shortcut on desktop OR 

2. Bookmark page 

B. Enter User Name and password 

C. Click <SIGN IN>. 

 

 

 If you don’t have an account, click the <SIGN UP> button to begin the process to get one.  
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Choose options: 
 

 
 

Your list may be different. Choose any option at the top or choose <SFPS> to work with transportation records. 
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Click on link to access transportation. 
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Links on left will show on every screen. Some may change slightly from screen to screen. 

 

I. Hiring a new driver 

A. State requirements for driver’s file - OAC 3301-83-14 Records and reports (OSR pg 37-39) 

1. Check <BMV REPORT> for disqualifying charges. Note that there will be a 24-hour delay in 

receiving this report. File reports separately. 

2. Run background check, BCI and FBI for new drivers, FBI for recertifying drivers who have BCI on 

file and can prove residency for the past 5 years. 

3. Have driver get pre-employment physical.  

4. Have driver get pre-employment drug test and add driver to random pool. File separately along 

with evidence that driver is listed in pool.  

5. Keep results from every test on every driver. 

NOTE: To ensure eligibility the above steps should be completed BEFORE registering driver for class. 

5. Driver training records  

a. T-9 filled out completely and signed and dated as indicated. 

b. Pretrip Inspection: keep records of every pretrip test driver takes even if (s)he fails. 

Recertifying driver has 3 chances to pass before being tested by preservice instructor if (s)he 

requests it. 

c. Driving Evaluation: keep records of every driving evaluation driver does even if (s)he fails. 

Recertifying driver has 3 chances to pass before being tested by preservice instructor if (s)he 

requests it. 

6. Blood-borne pathogen training certificate  

7. Annual Inservice evidence (certificate, sign-in sheet with topics, times listed, etc.) 

8. Annual Driving Certificate – dated before new driver’s first trip with students, or for recertifying 

drivers dated before first day of school year. 

B. District requirements  
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BMV Report page 
 

I. Click on the <BMV info> button in the menu on the left. 

 

 
 

 

A. Enter the prospective new hire’s driver’s license or CDL number in the box “Search CDL”. You will 

need to wait 24 hours for the report to be available. When it is, print it out and file it separately. 

Semi-Annual BMV report 
 

When running the semi-annual BMV report, don’t enter any information, just click on <SHOW ALL>. The report 

will list all of your drivers. To print the file, set margins to 0 and use legal landscape setting. You can also access 

this screen by clicking the <BMV DATA> button on the driver’s maintain screen. 
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I. Adding a new driver 

A. Click <ADD> button on left. 

B. Enter CDL or License #. 

C. Verify information on screen with information from application. 

D. Check address on license with address on application/T-9 to be sure you use the current address. If the 

address on the license is different, verify correct current information and remind the driver that the 

address should be changed with the BMV ASAP (within 10 days). 

E. Always <SAVE> before leaving screen.  

F. If an error pops up, it’s probably something with the address. There should be a box to click to bypass 

the USPS message if you’ve verified the address and the driver has been receiving mail there. 

G. Click <SAVE> again. 
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I. Searching for a Driver 

A. Click on Drivers <MAINTAIN> button in menu on left. 

B. Enter all or part of driver’s last name. Click <SEARCH>. A list of your drivers’ underlined names will 

appear according to your search criteria.. 

C. Click on the driver’s name to go to the maintain page.  

  

 You will probably not see this box 
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I. Check all information for accuracy. Remember only the primary employer will be able to edit T-8 and T-9. 

Secondary employers will be able to edit only information relative to their own district, which will appear in 

an outlined box on the screen. 

II. Deleting a driver 

A. No “Delete” button.  

B. Enter “no longer driving for district” date if current driver is retiring or leaving the district. 

C. Contact preservice office for help if necessary. 
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Physical 

I. Physical forms can be printed online. Go to SFPS Reports on the left menu and choose <Transportation> and 

choose <Driver’s Reports>. Click on the down arrow to select a report, choose <Driver/Employer T8 Form> 

and click <View Report>. The T-8 form with information for each driver printed in the appropriate place will 

be generated. Print this form and give it to your drivers to take to the Board-appointed medical personnel. Note 

that it is to be returned BY THE MEDICAL PERSONNEL performing the physical, not given to the driver. 

II. Click the T-8 button on the left to enter information for each driver. 

 

 
A. Chose current year.  

1. Past years are not available for editing. Any physical completed before May 1 should be entered 

BEFORE the new year’s file is opened on May 1. Physicals for the following school year should 

be completed after May 1
st
.  

New drivers must have a physical before acquiring a school bus driver’s certificate. Physicals for NEW drivers 

hired after Jan 1 will be valid for the current school year and the following school year, but they must be entered 

BEFORE May 1
st
. 
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You will see this screen several times when processing info in the system. Simply check the box and click on  

NEXT. For some reason this is still asking even though the User Guide link on this page has been removed. 
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Physical Information 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                     
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I. Enter Physical Information 

A. Choose pass/fail, enter the date of the physical and the BP.  

B. Check boxes if Cardiovascular and/or Glucosuria certificates are on file. 

 
C. If the driver has a blood pressure reading above the acceptable range, a notice will appear requiring a 

reading within the next 6 months. When that reading is done and appropriate paperwork from the 

medical provider is received, the date of the check-up should be entered. If this is not done before the 

indicated date, the driver will become inactive. 

D. Complete process for each driver who has a completed T-8. 

E. Always <SAVE> a screen before leaving it. 

F. Click <NEXT> to go to the next screen. THIS IS REQUIRED. T-8 must be signed to be accepted as 

complete by the system. 
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1. Check the box next to each name when you have completed entering that driver’s information this session.  

2. Once you’ve checked all the boxes for those drivers you’ve just entered, click the <SIGN> button. 

3. If the report is already signed, and you’ve entered information incorrectly, check the box beside the name of the 

driver whose information is incorrect and use the <UNSIGN> button to be able to edit the record again. Check 

the box and <SIGN> when the information has been corrected. 
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4. Once a T-8 is signed, it will be moved to the last part of the list in alphabetical order, leaving records not yet 

signed showing first in alphabetical order. If you can’t find a driver, make sure you check the entire listing. 
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You can also access the T-8 screen by clicking on <Driver Medical> in the Driver Status section on the driver’s 

Maintain screen. 

 

When you have completed entering all T-8 information in the system, make sure you file all physical information for 

all drivers in a place separate from their driver’s file.  
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T-9 information 
 

 

I. Click on T-9 <Driver Search> button on the menu to the left. (T-9 button DOES NOT LINK to anything…) 

A. Enter all or part of driver’s name and click <SEARCH>, or simply click <SEARCH> to bring up all 

drivers for your district.  

1. You can search on any of the fields, simply enter the info in the appropriate blank space and click 

<SEARCH>.  

B. Click on the name of the driver you want to work with.  
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You are also able to access the T-9 screen from the driver’s Maintain page.  
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Adding a T-9 

 
 

A. If your driver is a recertifying driver, there will be a list of reports showing for each time a certificate has 

been approved.  

B. Add a T-9 for a new driver or for a recertifying driver the same way. 

C. Click the <ADD> button. Do this ONLY ONCE when you begin working on the T-9. If you accidently 

add another T-9 without completing the one you already began, please call the preservice office.  

D. You can save the record without completing it. Complete a page, then click <SAVE> to save information 

for completion at another time. Information on that page must be complete for the system to allow you to 

continue with the next page. 

E. ALWAYS click <SAVE> before going to the next page. 
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Adding a new driver 

 
 

I. The system will present the appropriate page for the driver you selected. For a new driver you will get a screen 

similar to the one above. Fill in the following information from Section # II. on the T-9: 

A. Classroom location should be the building and the county where the class was held; date should be the 

date of the LAST day of the class the driver attended. The driver should have this information listed in 

the handout they were given at the class.  

1. If the driver had to make up a day, the date of the make-up class would be the correct date to use.  

2. If a driver failed the test and retook it, the date the driver passed the test would be the date for this 

spot. 

B. Enter the scores from the T-9 form in the appropriate spot. Enter the date from the T-9. 

C. Enter the CDL issue date from the driver’s license, even if the driver already had it when they applied for 

employment.  

D. The CDL# shown on this screen should match the driver’s CDL#. Check to be sure and contact the 

preservice office if they do not match. 

E. Temporary CERTIFICATEs are only issued on rare occasions. Do NOT enter anything into this field 

UNLESS your district has requested a Temporary CERTIFICATE from the preservice instructor. 

Anything entered into this field and saved CANNOT be removed, even by Columbus. If you’ve entered 

something into this field in error, and saved the file, make sure you document it on the driver’s T-9 form. 

If you have a question about this, contact the preservice office. 

F. ALWAYS click <SAVE> before going to the next screen. 

G. Click <NEXT>. 
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Page 2 

 

 
 

I. Fill in from page 2 of the T-9 

A. For new drivers, fill in information from log area, page 2 of T-9. Use both columns to verify information. 

If an item has a check mark on the bottom, it must be listed on the top at least once. If it isn’t, contact the 

OBI who did the training and ask them to check their log book. 

B. Click the box before the item if it is checked on the T-9. Note that all areas are REQUIRED for new 

drivers. There should be a check in every box EXCEPT #4 and #5, which must have at least one box 

checked. This should match the checklist on the bottom on the back of the T-9. 

C. For items #12, 21, and 26, all sub-areas listed must be covered, checked in the list and entered on the T-9 

log. For instance, a session covering rural driving only would list 12A but not 12B or 12C. All items 

must be covered, if only by discussion. 

D. Now we’ll work with the log on the top of the back page of the T-9.  
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I. Information from bottom half on Back of T-9 

 

I. This is a good example of how NOT to enter the information. How many days in YOUR life had 21 hours you 

could spend on nothing but training?!! This has been corrected in the program, and you are now limited to the 

amount of time you can enter in one session. 
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I. To enter training information, do the following: 

1. Enter the date for the first training listed in the log on the T-9, choosing the month, and entering the day and 

year. 

2. Click on each area (number) covered in that training from the list below. Numbers designating areas covered 

agree with the numbers on the T-9. 

3. Enter total time in minutes, up to 160 minutes.  

4. Click the <ADD> button 

5. If the session lasted longer than 160 minutes, add a second line with the same date and same areas, and the 

remainder of the time. Click <Add>. 

6. Enter the information for each of the remaining training sessions until you have all of them entered.  

7. Items 27 and 28 do NOT count towards the 12-hour minimum training time UNLESS the driver failed either 

of the evaluations and more training is done. The time taken to test for the CDL is also not counted as 

training time. 

8. The system should add the minutes and give you a total time, which should agree with the total time listed on 

the T-9. 

9. If an area is not listed on the T-9 as being trained, and the driver is new, DO NOT assume that the OBI just 

forgot to mark it down. The T-9 is a legal document, and cannot be altered except by the OBI who signed it. 

Check with the OBI to see if they just overlooked it when transferring their notes from their logbook. If they 

do not have the area listed in their log book, they must train the driver on the area in question and include it 

as another section on the T-9 log. 

10. Enter the actual number of times each procedure was practiced, not just 10 because only 10 are required. 

11. Click <SAVE>, then <NEXT>.  
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Finish the T-9 

 

I. Final info for T-9 

A. Check off each item ONLY IF it is complete and in the driver’s file. Note that the T-8 box cannot be 

edited. It is automatically marked according to the status of the T-8. If you have not entered the T-8 info, 

the box will be blank and you will need to enter T-8 info before you can complete the certification 

process.  

B. The OBI listed here should be the OBI who conducted the minimum 12-hour training with the driver. If 

the OBI is not an employee of the same district, the OBI’s name will be listed in the second column 

under State On-Board Instructor. 

1.. This is another good example of an error. Rob Higgenbotham is the preservice instructor, and does 

NOT sign applications for Certification of any new drivers.  

D. When all info is complete and correct, <SAVE> the page. <SIGN>, keeping in mind that by signing you 

are verifying that all information is correct and complete; signing is the same as signing a legal 

document. At this point you can still <UNSIGN> the report and return to an earlier screen to edit 

information. If you do <UNSIGN> to correct information, make your corrections, click <SAVE>, then 

check to be sure corrections saved correctly. Remember to <SIGN> again when finished. Click 

<SUBMIT> for approval.  

E. Once the Certificate is approved, print certificate, give employee’s copy to employee, and file the 

employer’s copy in the driver’s file. Apply to superintendent or local ESC for Annual Superintendent’s 

Certificate. When certificate is issued, new driver is now legal to drive, recertifying driver is good for 

another 6 years. 
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Recertifying drivers 
 

 

I. Recertifying Drivers process 

A. For Recertifying drivers, you should see a page similar to this page. 

B. If there is a T-9 listed at the top that doesn’t have “Print Certificate” listed to the side, it indicates that a 

T-9 has already been started for this driver. If you get an error message when you open it, contact the 

preservice department; otherwise, you can continue to use it if you wish. 

C. Click <ADD> to begin a new T-9 when driver is ready to recertify. 
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T-9 info for Recertifying Drivers 

 
 

I. Using Section III. on the T-9 for recertifying drivers, complete the following: 

A. Enter the classroom date and location information the same as for a new driver  

OR  

B. Click the radio button beside b. if the driver participated in both days of the Advanced Course within the 

past 2 years. They should have a certificate to verify attendance and dates. A copy of that certificate 

should be in their file. 

C. Enter the OBI information. In-House OBI lists an OBI in your district. State OBIs lists OBIs from other 

districts that you may have used. Note that you need to click on the appropriate link below the choose 

field.  

1. In this case, the driver is an OBI, and was evaluated by Rob to retain OBI status when renewing. 

When entering information for recertifying an OBI, you will need to use Rob’s name if they tested 

with him. OBIs are required to be tested by the preservice instructor in their region if they want to 

continue to train drivers. You will find his name listed in the drop down list on the far right. 

OR  

D. Click the radio button beside b. if the driver participated in the Road-e-o and achieved a score of 80% or 

above within the last 2 years. 

D. Click <SAVE> (the save button should be highlighted on your screen, even though it isn’t in this 

graphic). 

E. Click <NEXT>. 
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A. Check off each item that is complete, with documentation filed in driver’s file. Notice that the T-8 is 

already checked and is grayed. This is done automatically when the T-8 is entered and signed. If there is 

no check mark here, either you haven’t entered the T-8 information or you haven’t signed it. 

B. Check that OBI listed is the correct OBI. It should be the same OBI listed on the previous page. If not, 

make sure you choose the correct name from the appropriate list. The OBI in this example is from the 

same district as the driver. 

C. When all requirements and documentation are completed and in the driver’s file, click <SAVE>, then 

click <SIGN>. The <SUBMIT> button should appear…  

D. At this point you can still <UNSIGN> the report and return to an earlier screen to edit information. If you 

do <UNSIGN> to correct information, make your corrections, <SAVE>, then check to be sure 

corrections saved correctly. Remember to <SIGN> again when finished. Once again, remember that this 

is considered a legal document. 

E. Click <SUBMIT> for approval. Your driver will NOT appear on my screen for approval until you 

<SUBMIT>. 

F. Once the Certificate is approved, print the certificate, give the employee’s copy to the employee, and file 

the employer’s copy in the driver’s file. New driver is now legal to transport students, and both new and 

recertifying driver is good for 6 years. 
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II. Van Driver Certification” 

 
 

I. When entering information for a van driver: 

 

A. Check the Van Driver box. Make sure you have marked this box correctly BEFORE you save.  

B. If you accidentally check this box for a driver who is actually a BUS driver, and save it before checking, 

you may have to contact Columbus to have it corrected. All bus drivers are automatically certified to 

transport in vans. This box is for those drivers who will ONLY transport in a van, never in a bus. 

C. Enter T-8 information as before, then go to the T-9 page as for a bus driver. 

  

3 
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I. Completed Requirements 

A. You should see a page that looks like this. Indicate that you have the required information completed and 

in the driver’s file by checking each box. Remember this is the same as a legal document, so be sure you 

have appropriate documentation before you check that item off. 

B. Please note that the check mark for the T-8 is already present and signed, and is gray. The status of this 

requirement is automatically registered when you enter the T-8. If there is no check here, you must enter 

the T-8 to add the check to the box, you cannot just check the box yourself. 
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I. When everything is complete and correct, <SIGN> and <SUBMIT> as for a bus driver. Don’t forget that you 

must submit for it to show on my screen for approval. Recertifying van drivers should be entered in the same 

way; however, their approval is automatic through the system. No paperwork needs to be sent to this office for 

recertifying van drivers 
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Verification that all is complete: 

 

 

I. When all information is correct, on the driver’s maintain screen “Valid Medical” will say “YES” and “Valid 

Training” will say “TRUE”.  

A. If there are Medical Waivers on file, that should be indicated. Diabetic follow-up requirement will 

require you to enter only the date the follow-up was performed on the T-8 page, which will then be 

approved by ODE.  
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SFPS Reports Page 
 

 
 

I. If you have access to other SAFE departments, they may be listed. Click on <TRANSPORTATION>. 
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I. You should get a drop-down list of reports. You may choose any group of reports from this list.  

II. Choose <Driver Reports> to work with driver information. The preservice department doesn’t normally do 

anything with the other reports, which mainly deal with reports concerning bus information.  
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I. Read the description and choose the report you want. The list changes periodically as they add or revise 

reports. 

A. For our purposes, choose the fifth one down on the list, Driver Certification Exception. As stated in the 

description, this report will give you a list of those drivers who need to recertify within the next year. 

Many districts print this list out at the beginning of the school year and post it on the garage bulletin 

board to remind drivers that they need to begin the certification process within the year. 
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I. Choose the parameters.  

A. You will probably NOT have a district to choose unless you are responsible for more than one district’s 

information.  

B. You may choose by status, regular, sub, or both. 

B. You may choose a report on a specific driver by entering the driver’s license or CDL#.  

C. You may choose all drivers expiring on a specific day by entering an expiration date. 

D. When you have finished, click <VIEW REPORT>. 
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E. Your report will appear below the dialog box.  

F. Click on the printer Icon on the toolbar immediately above the ODE logo on the report screen, second 

one from the left. DO NOT CLICK ON ANY OTHER PRINTER ICON and DO NOT GO TO 

FILE>PRINT. USE THE PRINTER ICON ON THE TOOLBAR just above the report. 

  

X 
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G. Set all parameters, read instructions, and click OK. 
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H. From here you can print or save the file. 

1. Click the PRINTER icon on the toolbar in the dialogue box. Choose printer options to print report.  

2. Click the DISC icon on the toolbar in the dialogue box, choose save location, and SAVE file. 
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Removing a driver from your roster 

 
 

I. When a driver leaves your district, whether resigning or retiring, you should remove that driver from your 

district’s list of drivers.  

A. Go to the driver’s maintain page 

B. Enter a date in the “No longer driving for district date”.  

1. This date should be the date that the driver’s retirement or resignation was official. 

2. Click <SAVE>. 

C. This will remove the driver from your list, but will NOT remove him/her from the system.  

II. Information for drivers resigning to accept a position in another district will be available to that district when 

they enter the driver’s CDL# into the system.  

III. If a driver goes from a regular driver to a sub driver, or vice versa, you should change that on the maintain 

page. Make sure you <SAVE> after making changes. If it doesn’t change, don’t worry about it. At one time 

there was a glitch in the system with this and I don’t know if it has been corrected or not.  

IV. If your district is the primary employer of a driver who goes from regular to sub, and then is hired in another 

district as a regular driver but will still sub occasionally for your district, please contact this office for 

instructions to change the primary employer. 
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Troubleshooting: 

 
 

When you have a driver who is listed as inactive or invalid, there are steps that you can check before calling the 

preservice department. 

I.  Check that the CDL is valid. 

A. It is possible that the driver’s CDL has expired or that there has been a disqualifying action on the 

license.  

1. Check expiration date and notify driver if the CDL has expired.  

a. Driver is NOT permitted to transport students with an invalid certificate. 

2. If the license has not expired, check with the driver to see if there have been any incidents that 

might have made the CDL invalid.  

3. If none of those things have occurred, contact the BMV to see why it is invalid. 

II. Check that the T-8 information has been entered. Button should be active and it should say YES above. 

A. The T-8 for new drivers must be entered before the certificate is issued.  

B. Current drivers must have a new physical between May 1 and Sept. 1 each year in order to transport 

students.  

C. Physicals done before May 1 MUST be entered before May 1. On May 1 the system flips over to the new 

school year and new physical records.  

D. If a T-8 is not entered before Sept. 1, that driver may not transport students until the T-8 information is 

entered and the certificate becomes valid again. 

III. Check that the T-9 information has been entered. Button should be active and it should say TRUE. 

A. T-9 information should be entered when the OBI has completed training and all requirements are 

finished.  
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B. Remember to <SIGN> and <SUBMIT> in order for the driver to appear on the preservice screen for 

approval. The submit button doesn’t appear until AFTER you’ve signed, so don’t forget to complete that 

step. 

IV. Check that there is a preservice completion date entered. 

A. If there is NOT a date entered there, then the certification process has not been completed.  

B. Check all of the above fields to be sure that you have everything entered correctly and that you have 

<SIGN>ed and <SUBMIT>ted. 
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This Quick Guide is a VERY BASIC guide to using the SFPS system to certify bus or van drivers to transport 

students.  

 

Every driver, regular or sub, bus or van, must be ACTIVE in this system to legally transport students on a school 

bus or van in the state of Ohio.  

 

Having a CDL with appropriate endorsements does NOT qualify a driver to legally transport students. They must be 

entered into the system, SAVEd, SIGNed, SUBMITted, and approved by the Preservice Department in the 

appropriate region for a Certificate of Completion to be able to legally transport students.  

 

Questions should be directed to Rob or Vikki in the Preservice Department, 834 E High Ave., New Philadelphia, 

OH  44663, 330.308.9939 extension 8206 (Preservice Secretary) or 8208 (Rob), or fax to 330.313.3645.  


